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Abstract. Homotopical localizations with respect to a set of maps are known

to exist in cofibrantly generated model categories (satisfying additional as-

sumptions) [4, 13, 24, 35]. In this paper we expand the existing framework,
so that it will apply to not necessarily cofibrantly generated model categories

and, more important, will allow for a localization with respect to a class of

maps (satisfying some restrictive conditions).
We illustrate our technique by applying it to the equivariant model category

of diagrams of spaces [12]. This model category is not cofibrantly generated
[8]. We give conditions on a class of maps which ensure the existence of the

localization functor; these conditions are satisfied by any set of maps and by

the classes of maps which induce ordinary localizations on the generalized
fixed-points sets.

Introduction

Homotopy idempotent constructions, or homotopical localizations, play an im-
portant role in algebraic topology and algebraic geometry. Homotopical localization
is a functor L in a model category that carries weak equivalences into weak equiva-
lences and is equipped with the natural transformation Id→ L, that induces weak
equivalences LX ' LLX for all X.

The idea behind such construction is to “forget information” in a consistent,
functorial way. The amount of the information “forgotten” by L is measured pre-
cisely by the class of maps SL which are turned into weak equivalences by L.

In practice, we usually know what kind of information we would like to discard,
i.e. SL, and we are looking for the functor L. E.g., SL = {homological equivalences
of spaces}; and L is Bousfield’s localization functor [3].

If we are able to encode the “informative content” of SL by just a set of maps
S ⊂ SL, and if the underlying model category is cofibrantly generated (plus some
other conditions), then the construction of the localization functor L is given by the
classical framework established by A.K Bousfield, E. Dror Farjoun, P.S. Hirschhorn,
J. Smith [4, 13, 24, 35].

But if we need to invert a proper class of maps or if we happen to work in
a non-cofibrantly generated model category, then the standard framework does
not guarantee the existence of the localization functor. Such situations are not
rare. Recently several important model categories were shown to be non-cofibrantly
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generated [1, 8, 10, 27]. Also the existence of the localization functors with respect
to the class of cohomological equivalences of spaces is a long-standing open problem.

In this work we develop a new approach that allows for construction of homo-
topical localizations with respect to a class of maps (satisfying some conditions) in
a not necessarily cofibrantly generated model category. As an application, we give
an example of a non-cofibrantly generated model category (taken from [8]) and a
class of maps which fits into our framework but is not covered by the classical lo-
calization frameworks. In our example the model structure is generated by classes
of cofibrations and trivial cofibrations which carry an additional structure sufficient
to guarantee the applicability of a version of Quillen’s small object argument. The
set of conditions on a class of maps (in an abstract category) that allows one to
apply the generalized version of the argument is given the name instrumentation.

The main example of this paper involves homotopical localizations in the equi-
variant homotopy theory. Classical Bredon’s homotopy theory of spaces with a
group action was generalized to the equivariant homotopy theory over an arbitrary
small category D by E. Dror Farjoun and A. Zabrodsky in the mid-80’s [14, 11, 12].
As a first application of the technique of instrumentation we construct functorial
factorizations in the category of diagrams of spaces with the equivariant model
structure.

The question of the existence of equivariant localization functors was considered
previously by V. Halperin [23]. Only strong equivariant localizations were con-
structed in that work, which are not localizations in any familiar model category
on diagrams of spaces.

Organization of the paper. In the preliminary section we recall basic definition
and results about the homotopy theory of diagrams of spaces. We also make explicit
the connection between two notions of orbits: Dwyer-Kan [19] and Dror Farjoun-
Zabrodsky [14, 12]. Namely the orbits in the later works are also orbits from the
first work.

In Section 2 we develop a formalism necessary to describe the additional structure
carried by a class of maps in order to satisfy the conditions of Quillen’s small object
argument. We introduce here the central notion of instrumentation of a class of
maps.

In Section 3 we illustrate this notion by constructing instrumentations on the
classes of generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations in the category of diagrams
of spaces equipped with the equivariant model structure of [12]. As an immediate
consequence we obtain functorial factorizations in the non-cofibrantly generated
model category of diagrams of spaces.

In Section 4 we consider the category of pro-spaces as an another example of
a model category which is neither cofibrantly, nor fibrantly generated, but has
the classes of generating fibrations and generating trivial fibrations which may be
equipped with a structure dual to the instrumentation (except of the functoriality
features of the structure).

Section 5 is devoted to the proof of the generalized Quillen small object argument,
which also finishes the proof that the factorizations in the model category of [12]
are functorial.

Before turning to the construction of localizations in the equivariant model cate-
gory of D-shaped diagrams of spaces we prove in Section 6 that this model category
is proper. We also answer affirmatively the question posted by E. Dror Farjoun in
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[12, 2.3] and show that in the category of diagrams of simplicial sets every object
is cofibrant.

In Section 7 we list the properties required from a class of maps in the equivariant
category of diagrams in order to ensure the existence of the localization functor with
respect to that class of maps. Afterwards we construct these localization functors,
discuss some elementary examples and prove their basic properties.

Finally, in Section 8 we apply the technique of Section 7 in order to construct the
fixed-pointwise localization functor with respect to a map of spaces (for the case
of G-spaces, where G is a compact Lie group, such localizations were constructed
by J. P. May, J. McClure and G. Triantafillou [32] with respect to the ordinary
non-equivariant homology theory).

In Appendix A we discuss the notion of contractible objects in a general model
category. Their properties were useful in the proof of the properties of localization
functors in Section 7.

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Emmanuel Dror Farjoun for his support
and many helpful ideas. I am grateful to Carles Casacuberta who has patiently
read and helped me to improve the early version of this paper.

This paper was significantly influenced by the fundamental treatise of P. S. Hir-
schhorn [24]. I am obliged to the author who made available through the internet
the early versions of his manuscript.

1. Preliminaries on the diagrams of spaces

In this section we review the equivariant homotopy theory of diagrams of spaces
and establish basic notation. The only novelty introduced here is that an orbit
diagram in the sense of Dror Farjoun–Zabrodsky [11, 12, 14] is also an orbit in the
sense of Dwyer–Kan [19]. The topological (versus simplicial) version of the main
proposition appeared previously in [6].

In this paper the category of spaces S is the category of simplicial sets or com-
pactly generated topological spaces with the standard model structure. Most of the
results are true in the category of pointed spaces. If D is a small category enriched
over S, then the category of (D-shaped) diagrams of spaces SD is the category of
continuous functors from D to S with natural transformations as morphisms. SD
is a simplicial category and we denote by hom(·, ·) the simplicial function complex;
homD(·, ·) will denote the set of morphisms in SD. The two functors are related as
follows:

hom(Xe , Ye )n = homD(Xe ⊗∆n, Ye ).
There are several well-known model structures on the category of diagrams of

spaces. One of the most widely used is the Bousfield–Kan model category, in which
weak equivalences and fibrations are objectwise and cofibrations are obtained by
the left lifting property with respect to trivial fibrations. Another example (not
used in this paper) is A. Heller’s model category, in which weak equivalences and
cofibrations are objectwise and fibrations are obtained by the right lifting property
with respect to trivial cofibrations. These model categories are cofibrantly gener-
ated. In this article we work mostly with the equivariant model structure on the
category of diagrams of spaces constructed by E. Dror Farjoun [12] and described
in Definition 1.4.

Recall from [19] that a set {Oe}e∈E of objects of a category M, enriched over
simplicial sets, is said to be a set of orbits for M if the following axioms hold:
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Q0: M is closed under arbitrary direct limits.
Q1: For every e ∈ E, the functor hom(Oe, ·) : M → Sets∆op

commutes, up to
homotopy, with the pushouts of the following form:

Oe′ ⊗K� _

��

// Xa

��

Oe′ ⊗ L // Xa+1

where K ↪→ L is an inclusion of finite simplicial sets.
Q2: For every e ∈ E, the functor hom(Oe, ·) : M → Sets∆op

commutes, up to
homotopy, with transfinite compositions of maps Xa ↪→ Xa+1 as in Q1.

Q3: There is a limit ordinal κ such that, for every e ∈ E, the functor hom(Oe, ·)
strictly commutes with κ-transfinite compositions of maps Xa ↪→ Xa+1 as
in Q1.

According to [11, 12, 14], a D-diagram Te is an orbit if colimD Te = ∗; OD denotes
the full subcategory of orbits. Often OD is a large subcategory of SD. The objective
of this section is to show that the orbits in this sense satisfy the axioms Q0–Q3.
Nevertheless, the collection of orbits is not a set of orbits for SD, since it may be a
proper class rather than a set. Any subset of obj(OD) is a set of orbits for SD and
defines a model category structure; see [19].

Axiom Q0 is obvious in the category of diagrams of spaces. Axiom Q2 was
verified in [12]. Axioms Q1 and Q3 were left to the reader in [12]. We decided to
include them into current exposition. Axiom Q3 will be proved in Proposition 3.1
below. The following lemmas lead to the proof of Axiom Q1 in Proposition 1.3.

Lemma 1.1. Let M be a simplicial model category, and let f : A → X be a
morphism of M. Define the mapping cylinder of f to be the pushout MC(f) =
A⊗∆1

∐
AX. Then the inclusion g : X → MC(f) is a simplicial homotopy equiv-

alence.

Proof. Note that there is no assumption of (co)fibrancy on the involved objects of
M.

The simplicial homotopy inverse h : MC(f) → X of g is constructed as a uni-
versal map in the following diagram:

A

A⊗(∆0→∆1)

��

f
// X

g

�� idX
A⊗∆1 F //

A⊗(∆1→∆0) **

MC(f)

h
##G

G
G

G

A
f
// X.

Since hg = idX , we only need to show that gh is simplicially homotopic to idMC(f).
Since the functor ( · ⊗ ∆1) is a left adjoint, it preserves pushouts. The required
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simplicial homotopy is the universal map in the following commutative diagram:

A⊗∆1

A⊗∆1⊗(∆0→∆1)

��

f⊗∆1
// X ⊗∆1

g⊗∆1

��

X⊗(∆1→∆0)

!!

(A⊗∆1)⊗∆1F⊗∆1
//

(A⊗(∆1→∆0))⊗∆1
++

MC(f)⊗∆1

H
&&N

N
N

N
N X

g

��

A⊗∆1
f
// MC(f).

�

The next lemma may be viewed as a special case of Q1. By cofibrations of
diagrams ‘↪→’ we temporarily mean the transfinite compositions of maps Xa ↪→
Xa+1 as in Q1. Later on we shall close this class under retracts.

Lemma 1.2. Given a pushout of diagrams of simplicial sets

(1) Ae � _

��

� � // Ce � _

��

Be � � // De ,
for any orbit Te the commutative square

hom(Te , Ae )

��

// hom(Te , Ce )

��

hom(Te , Be ) // hom(Te , De ),

is a pushout in the category of simplicial sets.

Proof. The restrictions imposed on the commutative square (1) and [12, Lemma
2.1] imply that the following commutative squares are pullbacks:

Ae � � //

��

De
��

colimD Ae // colimDDe ,

Be � � //

��

De
��

colimD Be // colimDDe ,

Ce � � //

��

De
��

colimD Ce // colimDDe .
Moreover, since colimit over D commutes with pushouts, the following square

colimD Ae //

��

colimD Be
��

colimD Ce // colimDDe
is a pushout in the category of simplicial sets, but can be thought of as a pushout
of constant D-shaped diagrams of simplicial sets.

In other words, the commutative square (1) is obtained from the commutative
square of the colimits above as a base-change along the map De → colimDDe . And
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the same will be true if we will apply the functor hom(Te , · ), since this functor
preserves pullbacks and its value on constant diagrams is the entry of the diagram.

One can give an elementary direct proof of this lemma, but there is a topos theory
result [30, IV.7.2], which finishes the proof immediately. It claims that the base-
change functor between slice topoi is a left adjoint, i.e. it preserves pushouts. We
apply it to the slice topoi S ↓ colimDDe and S ↓hom(Te , De ) (recall that S = Sets∆op

is a topos). The conclusion is that the commutative square

hom(Te , Ae )

��

// hom(Te , Ce )

��

hom(Te , Be ) // hom(Te , De ),

is a pushout in the category of simplicial sets. �

Proposition 1.3. If Te is an orbit, K ↪→ L is an inclusion of (finite) simplicial
sets and the square

(2) Te ⊗K� _
��

f
// Xe a
��

Te ⊗ L // Xe a+1

is a pushout diagram in SD, then for any other orbit Te ′ the commutative square

hom(Te ′, Te ⊗K)� _

��

// hom(Te ′, Xe a)

��

hom(Te ′, Te ⊗ L) // hom(Te ′, Xe a+1)

is a pushout diagram, up to homotopy, in the category of simplicial sets, i.e., the
natural map hom(Te ′, Xe a)

∐
hom(Te ′,Te⊗K) hom(Te ′, Te⊗L)→ hom(Te ′, Xe a+1) is a weak

equivalence of simplicial sets.

Proof. The argument for S = T op differs from the case S = Sets∆op
. We will treat

first the case of the simplicial sets.
The plan for the proof in the case of the diagrams of simplicial sets is the fol-

lowing: substitute the entries of (2) up to a weak equivalence, so that it will be
possible to apply Lemma 1.2.

We start with forming the mapping cylinder of the attaching map MC(f)

Te ⊗K� _
Te⊗K⊗(∆0 i0→∆1)

��

f
// Xe a� _

g

��

Te ⊗K ⊗∆1 F // MC(f),
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and then take the pushout Xe ′a+1 = Xe a+1

∐
Xfa

MC(f). We obtain the following
commutative diagram:

Te ⊗K� _
��

f
// Xe a� _
��

� � g
// MC(f)� _

��

Te ⊗ L // Xe a+1
� � // Xe ′a+1.

The right pushout square is of the form (1), hence Lemma 1.2 ensures that for any
orbit Te ′ the following commutative square is a pushout of simplicial sets:

hom(Te ′, Xe a)� _

��

� � g∗ // hom(Te ′,MC(f))� _

��

hom(Te ′, Xe a+1) � � // hom(Te ′, Xe ′a+1).

Note that the functor hom(Te ′, · ) preserves injections of diagrams, hence all the
arrows in the commutative square above are cofibrations of simplicial sets. In
Lemma 1.1 we proved that the map g is a simplicial homotopy equivalence, hence
[24, 9.6.8] implies that g∗ is a simplicial homotopy equivalence of simplicial sets
and, in particular, g∗ is a weak equivalence. (Formally we need a structure of
simplicial model category to exist SD for that conclusion, but any of the standard
levelwise model structures will suffices for our purpose). The map hom(Te ′, Xe a)→
hom(Te ′, Xe ′a) is also a weak equivalence by the left properness of simplicial sets.

Therefore it will suffice to prove that hom(Te ′, · ) commutes, up to homotopy
with the pushout

Te ⊗K� _
��

gf
// MC(f)� _

��

Te ⊗ L // Xe ′a+1.

This pushout is again of the form (2) but not of the form (1). But we can bring
it to the form (1) by replacing the map fg with a simplicially homotopic map
h = F ◦ (Te ⊗ L⊗ (∆0 i1→ ∆1)) : Te ⊗ L −→ MC(f) and taking the pushout Xe ′′a+1 =
Te ⊗ L×Te⊗K MC(f). The pushout square

Te ⊗K� _
��

� � h // MC(f)� _

��

Te ⊗ L � � // Xe ′′a+1

is finally of the form (1) and we can apply Lemma 1.2. Note that the map h is a
cofibration, since it is a composition of two cofibrations Te ⊗K ↪→ Te ⊗K

∐
Xe a ↪→
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MC(f), where the second map is a cofibration since it appears in the pushout

Te ⊗K ⊗ ∂∆1
� _

��

� � idTe⊗K
‘
f
// Te ⊗K

∐
Xe a� _

��

Te ⊗K ⊗∆1 � � // MC(f).

It remains to show that hom(Te ′, Xe ′a+1) ∼ hom(Te ′, Xe ′′a+1) for any orbit Te ′. We
will prove it by constructing a simplicial homotopy equivalence between Xe ′a+1 and
Xe ′′a+1. But there is no a direct map which establishes this weak equivalence (there
is a map Xe ′′a+1 → Xe ′a+1 which sends MC(f) to Xe a but in general it needs not to
have a simplicial homotopy inverse). In order to construct the intermediate stage
for the simplicial equivalence, consider the following commutative diagram:

Te ⊗ L� _
Te⊗L⊗i0

��

Te ⊗K? _oo
gf

//
� _

Te⊗K⊗i0
��

MC(f)

Te ⊗ L⊗∆1

j1

UU

Te ⊗K ⊗∆1

j2

UU

? _oo F // MC(f)

Te ⊗ L
� ?

Te⊗L⊗i1
OO

Te ⊗K? _oo � � h //
� ?

Te⊗K⊗i1
OO

MC(f),

where i0, i1 : ∆0 → ∆1 are the ends of ∆1. The pushout of the upper row is Xe ′a+1,
the pushout of the bottom row is Xe ′′a+1. Let us denote by Xe ′′′a+1 the pushout of the
middle row and show that Xe ′′′a+1

s∼ Xe ′a+1 and Xe ′′′a+1
s∼ Xe ′′a+1. We will prove only

the first equivalence, the second proof is similar.
By [24, 9.5.18, 9.5.19] the vertical map in the above diagram are simplicial ho-

motopy equivalences. Take their simplicial homotopy inverses j1 = Te ⊗ L ⊗ p
and j2 = Te ⊗ K ⊗ p, where p : ∆1 → ∆0. Then j1 ◦ (Te ⊗ L ⊗ i0) = idTe⊗Land j2 ◦ (Te ⊗ K ⊗ i0) = idTe⊗K . Composed in the inverse order these maps
are identities only up to a simplicial homotopy. Let us fix these homotopies
H1 : Te ⊗ L⊗∆1 ⊗∆1 → Te ⊗ L⊗∆1 and H2 : Te ⊗K ⊗∆1 ⊗∆1 → Te ⊗K ⊗∆1.

The vertical arrows in the last diagram induce the canonical morphisms between
the pushouts: i : Xe ′a+1 � Xe ′′′a+1 : j. Then ji = idXf ′a+1

and we have to show

that ij s∼ idXf ′′′a+1
. The required simplicial homotopy H : Xe ′′′a+1 ⊗ ∆1 → Xe ′′′a+1

is constructed as a universal map between pushouts of the rows in the following
diagram:

Te ⊗ L⊗∆1 ⊗∆1

H1

��

Te ⊗K ⊗∆1 ⊗∆1

H2

��

? _oo
F⊗∆1

// MC(f)⊗∆1

MC(f)⊗(∆1→∆0)

��

Te ⊗ L⊗∆1 Te ⊗K ⊗∆1? _oo F // MC(f)

The case S = T op may be treated by the same method as simplicial sets, but
we would like to exploit the existence of the topological function space

homT op : (T opD)op × T opD → T op.
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In order to pass from the topological to simplicial function space one applies the sin-
gular functor. It was proven in [6, Proposition 3.1] that the functor homT op(Te ′, · )commutes with the pushouts of the form (2). This means that the commutative
square

homT op(Te ′, Te ⊗K)� _

i

��

// homT op(Te ′, Xe a)

��

homT op(Te ′, Te ⊗ L) // homT op(Te ′, Xe a+1)

is a pushout in the category of compactly generated topological spaces.
We need to show that the application of the singular functor preserves this

pushout up to homotopy, though it is not true in general. It follows from [24, 13.5.5],
since the map i : homT op(Te ′, Te )×|K| → homT op(Te ′, Te )×|L|, maybe approximated
by a cofibration i′ : CW(homT op(Te ′, Te )) × |K| ↪→ CW(homT op(Te ′, Te )) × |L| and
this approximation does not change the weak homotopy type of the pushout by [15,
Lemma A.1]. �

Although the collection of orbits is not, in general, a set of orbits for SD, it
determines a model structure given by the following

Definition 1.4. We say that a model structure on the category of the D-shaped
diagrams of spaces is generated by a collection O of orbits if a map f : Xe → Ye is

• a weak equivalence if and only if the induced map

hom(Te , f) : hom(Te , Xe )→ hom(Te , Ye )

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for any orbit Te ∈ O;
• a fibration if and only if the induced map

hom(Te , f) : hom(Te , Xe )→ hom(Te , Ye )

is a fibration of simplicial sets for any orbit Te ∈ O;
• a cofibration if and only if it has the left lifting property with respect to

trivial fibrations.
We say that the model structure is equivariant if O = obj(OD).

Example 1.5. If D = G is a group, then a G-orbit is just a homogeneous space
G/H for some subgroup H < G (hence the name – orbit). In this case the collection
of orbits forms a set {G/H | H < G}. Weak equivalences from Definition 1.4 coin-
cide with the classical G-equivariant homotopy equivalences introduced by G. Bre-
don in [5]. The equivariant model category generated by the set of orbits was
constructed in [19].

Example 1.6. IfD = (• → •) is the category with two objects and one non-identity
morphism, then for any space X ∈ S there corresponds the orbit TX = (X → ∗).
The full subcategory of orbits in this case is equivalent to the category of spaces S.

Although the full homotopical information in the equivariant model category is
encoded, usually, by the class of orbits, for a fixed diagram there exists a set of
orbits, which captures its homotopical information.

Definition 1.7. The category of orbits of Xe is the full small subcategory of OD
generated by the set of orbits

{Tex = ∗ ×colimD Xf Xe | x : ∗ → colim
D

Xe }, for S = T op;
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or

{Tex = ∆0 ×colimD Xf∆n Xe ∆n

| x : ∆0 → colim
D

Xe ∆n

, n ≥ 0}, for S = Sets∆op
.

The category of orbits of Xe is denoted by OXf .

Let E ⊂ OD be a small full subcategory. Then obj(E) forms a set of orbits for
SD. For any diagram Xe , we can form a diagram Xe E of spaces over the category Eop

with Xe E(Ee ) = hom(Ee , Xe ), Ee ∈ obj(E). We will call it the diagram of orbit-points
of Xe , since it generalizes the notion of the diagram of fixed-points of a space with
a group action. According to [19], there exists a model category on SD with a
map f being a weak equivalence or fibration if and only if fE is a weak equivalence
or fibration in the Bousfield–Kan model category on SEop

. Moreover, the functor
( · )E has a left adjoint and this is a Quillen equivalence of the model categories.

Fix a diagram Xe , and assume that Xe is of orbit type E, i.e., OXf ⊂ E. We
will use the result [11, Lemma 3.7], which shows that Xe E is Eop-free. This means,
essentially, that the orbit-points functor preserves cofibrant diagrams of orbit type
E, which is not typical for a right adjoint.

2. Instrumented classes of maps

In this section we introduce several notions from Category Theory. Some of
them are well-known, others are new. The main new concept presented here (Defi-
nition 2.11) is the instrumented class of maps. This notion will allow us to generalize
Quillen’s small object argument in Section 5. Any set of morphisms with small do-
mains (see below) in any category may be thought of as an instrumented class. A
non-trivial example of an instrumented (proper) class of maps in the category of
diagrams of spaces is given in Section 3.

Throughout this section, let C be a category and O a (not necessarily small) full
subcategory of C. Map C will denote the category of maps of C with commutative
squares as morphisms.

Definition 2.1. For any category C, power category Pow C is the category of all
subsets of obj(C) and enriched functions as morphisms, i.e., for any A,B ⊂ obj(C)
the set of morphisms from A to B is the set of all functions F : A→ mor(C), such
that for any a ∈ A, dom(F (a)) = a and codom(F (a)) ∈ B. Suppose A,B,C ⊂
obj(C). If F1 : A → mor(C) is a morphism from A to B and F2 : B → mor(C) is a
morphism from B to C in Pow C, then their composition F3 = F2 ◦ F1 is defined
by F3(a) = F2(codom(F1(a))) ◦C F1(a). For any set A, the identity morphism idA
is a function that corresponds to every a ∈ A, the identity morphism ida.

Definition 2.2. Let O be a class of objects in C. For any object c of C, a set
of arrows ψi : oi → c has the factorization property with respect to O if for every
o ∈ O and ψ : o→ c there is a commutative triangle in C

o //___

ψ
��

??

c

oi

ψi
����

for some i.

The next definition has appeared in [12, 1.1].
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Definition 2.3. A class O of objects in a category C is locally small if for any
object c ∈ C there exists a set of arrows ψi : oi → c with oi ∈ O, that has the
factorization property with respect to O. A full subcategory O of a category C is
locally small if its class of objects is locally small.

Example 2.4. In the category of sets any class S of pairwise non-isomorphic
objects is locally small, since S contains sets of cardinality bigger than any fixed
cardinality κ, i.e. for any set X we can find a set Y in S which admits a surjective
map f : Y → X. This map has the factorization property.

Remark 2.5. The condition for a class of maps to be locally small is dual to the
classical solution-set condition [31].

The previous definition admits a functorial version:

Definition 2.6. Let O be a locally small subcategory of C with a class of ob-
jects O = obj(O). A factorization setup for the pair (C, O) is a functor F : C →
Pow (Map C) such that, for every c ∈ obj(C) and f ∈ morC(c, c′), we have

(1) F (c) is a set of maps of C of the form o→ c, o ∈ O;
(2) F (c) has the factorization property with respect to O;
(3) F (f) is a function that corresponds to any element o → c of F (c) a com-

mutative square (a morphism in Map C) of the form

o −−−−→ o′y y
c

f−−−−→ c′

where o′ → c′ is an element F (c′).

Example 2.7. In the category of groups the class of free groups has a factorization
setup F : for any group G, F (G) is the set with one element {εG : FG → G}, where
εG is the canonical map of the free group generated by the elements of G onto
G (counit of the adjunction of the free functor with the forgetful functor); for a
homomorphism ϕ : G1 → G2 of groups, F (ϕ) is defined to be a function which
assigns to εG1 the following commutative square:

FG1

Fϕ−−−−→ FG2y y
G1

ϕ−−−−→ G2

where Fϕ is the result of applying the free functor on the map of underlying sets
ϕ : G1 → G2. The factorization property of F (G) follows from the universal prop-
erty of free groups.

We accept the following convention for the notation: if a class of objects in a
category C is denoted by a capital letter, e.g. I, then the full subcategory of C

generated by the class I is denoted by the script letter I and the factorization setup
for the pair (C, I) is denoted by the calligraphic letter I.

Example 2.8. If a full subcategory M of C is small, i.e., M = obj(M) is a set,
then there exists a factorization setup M : C → Pow (Map C), such that for every
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object c in C,
M(c) =

∐
m∈M

morC(m, c)

and for any morphism f : c → c′ in C, M(f) : M(c) → M(c′) is a function which
corresponds to any element ϕ : m→ c of M(c) the commutative square

m
idm−−−−→ m

ϕ

y yfϕ
c −−−−→

f
c′.

A simple property of factorization setups is given by the following

Proposition 2.9. Let J and K be two disjoint classes of objects in a category C,
supplied with factorization setups J and K for the pairs (C, J) and (C,K), respec-
tively. Then the class of maps L = J tK is supplied with a factorization setup.

Proof. For any c ∈ C define L(c) = J (c)tK(c), and for any morphism f : c→ c′ in
C define L(f) = J (f)tK(f) ⊂ obj(Map C). It is routine to check Definition 2.6. �

Corollary 2.10. If J is a factorization setup for the pair (C, J) and K is a set of
objects in C, then the pair (C, J ∪K) may be supplied with a factorization setup.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.9 applied for the disjoint classes J and K ′ =
K \ (K ∩ J). A factorization setup for K ′ is provided by Example 2.8. �

Let C be a category, and let I be a class of maps in C. Recall [24, 26] that a
map in C is I-injective if it has the right lifting property with respect to every map
in I; a map in C is I-projective if it has the left lifting property with respect to
every map in I; a map in C is I-cofibration if it has the left lifting property with
respect to every I-injective map; a map in C is I-fibration if it has the right lifting
property with respect to every I-projective map. The classes of I-injective maps,
I-projective maps, I-cofibrations and I-fibrations are denoted I-inj, I-proj, I-cof
and I-fib, respectively.

Suppose that C contains all small colimits. A relative I-cell complex is a transfi-
nite composition of pushouts of elements of I. We denote the collection of relative
I-cell complexes by I-cell.

Let D be a collection of morphisms of C, A an object of C and κ a cardinal. We
say that A is κ-small relative to D if, for all κ-filtered ordinals λ and all λ-sequences

X0 → X1 → · · · → Xβ → · · · ,
such that each map Xβ → Xβ+1 is in D for β + 1 < λ, the natural map of sets

colim
β<λ

C(A,Xβ)→ C(A, colim
β<λ

Xβ)

is an isomorphism. We say that A is small relative to D if it is κ-small relative to
D for some κ. We say that A is small if it is small relative to mor(C).

Finally, we introduce the main notion of the current section: instrumented class
of maps.

Definition 2.11. Let C be a category. A locally small class I of maps in C is called
instrumented (or equipped with an instrumentation) if

(1) there exists a cardinal κ s.t. any A ∈ dom(I) is κ-small relative to I-cell,
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(2) there exists a factorization setup I for the pair (Map C, I) (see Defini-
tion 2.6).

3. Example: Diagrams of spaces

Let D be a small category. In this section we consider the equivariant model
category on the D-shaped diagrams of spaces (see Definition 1.4) and show that
the classes of generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations (see below)
may be equipped with an instrumentation.

3.1. Generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations. Let O be
the category of D-orbits. We define the class of generating cofibrations to be
I = {Te ⊗ ∂∆n ↪→ Te ⊗∆n}Te∈O,n≥0 and the class of generating trivial cofibrations
to be J = {Te ⊗Λnk ˜↪→Te ⊗∆n}Te∈O,n≥k≥0. Let I and J denote the full subcategories
of MapSD with classes of objects I and J , respectively; I and J generate the model
structure of Definition 1.4 in the sense that the class of trivial fibrations equals I-inj
and the class of fibrations equals J-inj. The following proposition verifies for classes
I and J the first part of the definition of the instrumented class.

3.2. Smallness of domains.

Proposition 3.1. Any Te ⊗K ∈ dom(I) ∪ dom(J), where Te is an orbit and K is
a finite simplicial set, is ℵ0-small with respect to both the I-cell and J-cell.

Proof. Denote by H the class of maps {Te ⊗K → Te ⊗L}, where Te ∈ O and K ↪→ L
is a cofibration (inclusion) between finite simplicial sets. It will suffice to discuss
colimits of I-cell maps along the first infinite ordinal ω only. Consider an ω-sequence
of H-cellular spaces ∅ = Ze 0 → · · · → Zeα → · · · → Zeω, where Zeω = colimα<ω Zα.
Then by [12, 2.1] the commutative square

Zeα i−−−−→ Zeωy y
colimD Zeα −−−−→ colimD Zeω

is a pullback for any finite ordinal α.
Let Te ⊗ K be the domain of some map in H and Te ⊗ K k→ Zeω be any map.

On the level of colimit the last map factors through some finite stage α, since
colimD Te ⊗K = ∗ ⊗K ∼= K is ω-small in S, as a finite simplicial set. Hence, by
the universal property of a pullback, in the commutative diagram of solid arrows

Te ⊗K
��

k

))

f
((QQQQQQQQ

colimD Te ⊗K ∼= K

**

Zeα i
//

��

Zeω
��

colimD Zeα // colimD Zeω
there exists the natural map f : Te ⊗K → Zeα, such that k = if . We have obtained
the required factorization of the original map k. �

The following generalization of Proposition 3.1 is required in Section 7.
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Corollary 3.2. Any element of the set dom(I) ∪ dom(J) is ℵ0-small with respect
to I-cof.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 5.3 below. �

3.3. Factorization setup. Before constructing a factorization setup for the locally
small classes of maps I and J , a factorization setup will be constructed on the locally
small class of orbits.

Proposition 3.3. There exists a factorization setup for the pair (SD, obj(O)).

Proof. We need to construct the functor O : SD → Pow (Map (SD)). Let Xe be an
object in SD, then define O(Xe ) to be a set of all maps of orbits into Xe which are
pullbacks of maps ∗ → colimDXe along the canonical map Xe → colimDXe . The
factorization property is satisfied by the universal property of the pullback.

If mor(SD) 3 f : Xe → Ye , then O(f) : O(Xe )→ O(Ye ) is a function which assigns
to each element {Tex → Xe } ∈ O(Xe ) the map in Map (SD)

Tex F //

��

Te y
��

Xe
f
// Ye ,

where x ∈ colimXe is a point (0-simplex), y = (colim f)(x) ∈ colimYe , Tex and Te yare orbits over x and y, respectively, and the map F is induced, naturally, by f .
It is routine to check that O is a functor. �

Proposition 3.4. There exist factorization setups I and J for the pairs (MapSD,
I) and (MapSD, J), respectively.

Proof. We construct the factorization setup only for I; the construction for J is
similar. Note that I : Map (SD)→ Pow (Map (Map (SD))).

Let f : Xe → Ye be an object of Map (SD), then define for each n ≥ 0, Wf f,n to
be the pullback in the following diagram:

Wf f,n

��

// hom(∂∆n, Xe )

��

hom(∆n, Ye ) // hom(∂∆n, Ye ).

For n fixed, let If,n ⊂ obj(I ↓ f) which consists of all commutative squares,

Te ⊗ ∂∆n

��

// Xe
f

��

Te ⊗∆n // Ye
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which correspond bijectively, by adjointness, to the commutative diagrams,

Te

  

))

ϕ

$$

Wf f,n

��

// hom(∂∆n, Xe )

f∂∆n

��

hom(∆n, Ye ) // hom(∂∆n, Ye )

where ϕ runs through the set O(Wf f,n). Then define I(f) =
⋃
n≥0 If,n. The

factorization property holds by [12, 1.3, Lemma].
For each map mor(SD) 3 g = (g1, g2) : f1 → f2, i.e., for each commutative

square

Xe 1

f1

��

g1 // Xe 2

f2

��

Ye 1 g2
// Ye 2

and for each n ≥ 0, we obtain a natural map g̃n : Wf f1,n →Wf f2,n between pullbacks
in the following diagram:

Wf f2,n
//

��

hom(∂∆n, Xe 2)

��

Wf f1,n

��

//

g̃n

∃!

hh

hom(∂∆n, Xe 1)

��

66mmmmmmmmmmmmm

hom(∆n, Ye 1) //

vvnnnnnnnnnnnn
hom(∂∆n, Ye 1)

((QQQQQQQQQQQQQ

hom(∆n, Ye 2) // hom(∂∆n, Ye 2)

Then the morphism I(g) : I(f1)→ I(f2) (in the category Pow (Map (Map (SD))))
is the function which assigns to each element of I(f1) the following commutative
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cube:
Te 1 ⊗∆n //

��

Ye 1

��

Te 1 ⊗ ∂∆n

??�����������������
//

��

Xe 1

??�����������������

��

Te 2 ⊗∆n // Ye 2

Te 2 ⊗ ∂∆n //

??�����������������
Xe 2

??�����������������

where the upper face is the respective element of I(f1), the lower face is an element
of I(f2), the right face is the initial map g, and the vertical arrows of the left face
are induced by the upper arrow in the following commutative square:

Te 1
//

��

Te 2

��

Wf f1,n
g̃n // Wf f2,n.

This square equals (O(g̃n))(Te 1 → Wf f1,n). The functoriality follows from the nat-
urality of the construction. �

Theorem 3.5. The classes I and J are equipped with an instrumentation.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.4. �

The following result provides an initial motivation for the generalization of
Quillen’s small object argument to the instrumented classes of maps, which we
postpone until the next section.

Corollary 3.6. The factorizations in the model category of diagrams of spaces
generated by the full collection of orbits are functorial.

Proof. This follows from the generalized small object argument 5.1 applied to the
instrumented classes I and J . �

4. A dual example: Pro-spaces

Most of this work is concentrated on the example of diagrams of spaces with the
equivariant model structure discussed in the previous section. But we believe that
the idea of instrumentation will find applications in other contexts too. Another
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example of a non-cofibrantly generated model category, which supports our belief,
is the category of pro-spaces [20, 27].

After a brief introduction, we will show that the strict model structure on the
category of pro-spaces may be equipped with the classes of generating fibrations
and generating trivial fibrations which (almost) carry the structure dual to the
instrumentation. The similarity is not complete, since we were not able to show
the functoriality of the assignment of a set of generating (trivial) fibration to every
pro-map. Hence we present here a new method of construction of factorizations in
the strict model category on the pro-category, but the question of whether these
factorizations functorial remains open.

4.1. Preliminaries on Pro-Categories.

Definition 4.1. A small, non-empty category I is cofiltering if for every pair of
objects i and j there exists an object k together with maps k → i and k → j; and
for every pair of morphisms f, g : i ⇒ j there exists a map h : k → i with fh = gh.
A diagram is said to be cofiltering if its indexing category is so.

For a category C, the category pro-C has objects all cofiltering diagrams in C,
and the set of morphisms from a pro-object X indexed by a cofiltering J into a
pro-object Y indexed by a cofiltering I is given by the following formula:

Hompro-C(X,Y ) = lim
i

colim
j

HomC(Xj , Yi).

A pro-object (pro-morphism) is an object (morphism) of pro-C. The structure
maps of diagrams which represent pro-objects are also called bonding maps and
denoted by bi1,i2 : Yi1 → Yi2 .

This definition of morphisms in a pro-category requires, perhaps, some clarifi-
cation. By definition, a pro-map f : X → Y is a compatible collection of maps
{fi : X → Yi | i ∈ I, fi ∈ colimj HomC(Xj , Yi)}. By construction of direct limits
in the category of sets, colimj HomC(Xj , Yi) is the set of equivalence classes of the
elements of

∐
j HomC(Xj , Yi). If for each equivalence class fi we choose a repre-

sentative fj,i : Xj → Yi, then we obtain a representative of the pro-morphism f .
This motivates the following alternative characterization of the morphisms in pro-C
(cf. [20, 2.1.2]):

Definition 4.2. A representative of a morphism from a pro-object X indexed by
a cofiltering I to a pro-object Y indexed by a cofiltering K is a function θ : K → I
(not necessarily order-preserving) and morphisms fk : Xθ(k) → Yk in C for each
k ∈ K such that if k ≤ k′ in K, then for some i ∈ I with i ≥ θ(k) and i ≥ θ(k′) the
following diagram commutes:

Xi

bi,θ(k′)
//

bi,θ(k) ""EEEEEEEE
Xθ(k′)

fk′ // Yk′

bk′,k

��

Xθ(k)
fk // Yk.

A representative (θ, {fk}) is called strict [21, p. 36] if θ is a functor and the maps
{fk : Xθ(k) → Yk | k ∈ K} constitute a natural transformation f : X ◦ θ → Y . In
other words, the representative of a morphism is strict if all fk fit into commutative
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squares of the following form:

Xθ(k′)
fk′ //

bθ(k′),θ(k)

��

Yk′

bk′,k

��

Xθ(k)
fk // Yk

A strict representative (θ, {fk}) is called levelwise if the domain and range of
f are indexed by the same indexing category I and θ = idI .

Remark 4.3. Not every pro-map has a levelwise representative, but every pro-
map may be alternated, up to a pro-isomorphism into a pro-map equipped with a
levelwise representative (see, e.g., [2, A.3.2]).

Definition 4.4. We say that a pro-map f has certain property essentially level-
wise if there exists an isomorphic pro-map f ′ which has a levelwise representative
with this property.

Once we introduced the language, it is easy to say what is the strict model
structure on the category of pro-spaces.

Definition 4.5. A pro-map f is a strict weak equivalence or a strict cofibra-
tion if the map f is essentially levelwise weak equivalence or essentially levelwise
cofibration of spaces.

With this definition the category of pro-spaces becomes a model category. It was
proven first for pro-(simplicial sets) in [20] and in more general settings in [29].

Dan Isaksen showed also in [29] that the classes M of constant fibrations and
N of constant trivial fibrations generate the strict model structure in the following
sense: the class of strict trivial cofibrations is determined by the left lifting property
with respect to M and the class of strict cofibrations is determined by the left lifting
property with respect to N . In a different paper [28] Isaksen shows that the constant
pro-spaces are countably co-small. That means the classes domains and codomains
of pro-maps in M and N are ℵ0-cosmall and satisfy the dual of the first condition
of the instrumentation.

As we mentioned earlier, we were unable to verify the dual of the second condition
of instrumentation because of functoriality. But the non-functorial version is readily
satisfied. For any pro-morphism f : X → Y choose a representative (θ, {fk}). Note
that every map the set {fk} is equipped with a map from f in such a way that the
set of maps of pro-maps {f → fk} has the co-factorization property with respect
to the class of constant maps, because any map of a pro-space into an arbitrary
constant pro-space factors through some entry of the pro-space.

Now let us factor the maps {fk} as cofibrations followed by trivial fibrations
{fk = f ′kik} and as trivial cofibrations followed by fibrations {fk = f ′′k i

′
k}. We

obtain the sets of maps {f → f ′k} and {f → f ′′k }. If we define M = {f → f ′′k }
and N = {f → f ′k}, then M and N can serve as non-functorial co-factorization
setups for the classes M and N respectively. The verification of the co-factorization
property uses the lifting axiom in the category of spaces and is very simple.

We constructed a non-functorial co-instrumentations on the classes M and N .
It allows for an application of a non-functorial version of the generalized co-small
object argument.
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5. A generalization of Quillen’s small object argument

The main tool for the construction of the factorizations in the model categories
and localizations thereof is Quillen’s small object argument [24, 26, 33]. However,
in its original form, the argument allows for the application in the cofibrantly
generated categories only. We propose here a generalization which may be used in
a wider class of the model categories.

Proposition 5.1 (The generalized small object argument). Suppose C is a category
containing all small colimits, and I is an instrumented class of maps in C. Then
there is a functorial factorization (γ, δ) on C such that, for all morphisms f in C,
the map γ(f) is in I-cell and the map δ(f) is in I-inj.

Proof. Given the cardinal κ such that every domain of I is κ-small relative to I-cell,
we let λ be a κ-filtered ordinal.

To any map f : X → Y we will associate a functor Zf: λ→ C such that Zf0 = X,
and a natural transformation ρf : Zf → Y factoring f , i.e., for each β < λ the
triangle

X
f

//___________

��
?????

Zβf

ρfβ

??�����

Y

is commutative. Each map ifβ : Zfβ → Zfβ+1 will be a pushout of a coproduct of
maps of dom(I(f)) ⊂ I, i.e., ifβ ∈ I-cell.

We will define Zf and ρf : Zf → Y by transfinite induction, beginning with
Zf0 = X and ρf0 = f . If we have defined Zfα and ρfα for all α < β for some limit
ordinal β, define Zfβ = colimα<β Z

f
α, and define ρfβ to be the map induced, naturally,

by the ρfα. Having defined Zfβ and ρfβ , we define Zfβ+1 and ρfβ+1 as follows. The
class I of maps is instrumented, hence I(ρfβ) is the set of all commutative squares
of the following form:

A −−−−→ Zfβ

g

y ρfβ

y
B −−−−→ Y

where g ∈ dom(I(ρfβ)) ⊂ I. For s ∈ S = I(ρfβ), let gs : As → Bs denote the
corresponding map of I. Define Zfβ+1 to be the pushout in the diagram below,

∐
s∈S As −−−−→ Zfβ‘
gs

y y∐
s∈S Bs −−−−→ Zfβ+1.

Define ρfβ+1 to be the map induced by ρfβ .
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For each morphism g : f1 → f2 in the category Map C, i.e., for each commutative
square

X1
g1

−−−−→ X2

f1

y f2

y
Y1

g2

−−−−→ Y2

we define a natural transformation ξg : Zf1 → Zf2 by transfinite induction over
small ordinals, beginning with ξg0 = g1. If we have defined ξgα for all α < β
for some limit ordinal β, define ξgβ = colimα<β ξ

g
α. Having defined ξgβ , we define

ξgβ+1 : Zf1
β+1 → Zf2

β+1 to be the natural map induced by gβ = (ξgβ , g
2) : ρf1

β → ρf2
β ,

namely the unique map between the pushouts of the horizontal lines of the following
diagram which preserves its commutativity:∐

s∈S Bs ←−−−−
∐
s∈S As −−−−→ Zf1

βy y yξgβ∐
t∈T Bt ←−−−−

∐
t∈T At −−−−→ Zf2

β .

Here S = I(ρf1
β ) and T = I(ρf2

β ). The first two vertical maps are induced, naturally,
by the function I(gβ). The commutativity of the above diagram follows readily from
the condition on the functor I to be a factorization setup.

The required functorial factorization (γ, δ) is obtained when we reach the limit
ordinal λ in the course of our induction. Then we define γ(f) : X → Zfλ to be the
(transfinite) composition of the pushouts, and δ(f) = ρfλ : Zfλ → Y . It follows from
[26, 2.1.12, 2.1.13] that γ(f) is a relative I-cell complex.

To complete the definition of the functorial factorization (see [26, 1.1.1], [25,
1.1.1]) we need to define for each morphism g : f1 → f2 a natural map (γ, δ)g : Zf1

λ →
Zf2
λ which makes the appropriate diagram commutative. Take (γ, δ)g = ξgλ.
It remains to show that δ(f) = ρfλ has the right lifting property with respect to

I. To see this, suppose we have a commutative square as follows:

C
h′−−−−→ Zfλ

l

y yρfλ
D

k′−−−−→ Y

where l is a map of I. But the class I is instrumented, hence there exists a map
dom(I(ρfλ)) 3 g : A→ B such that the map (h′, k′) ∈ mor(Map C) factors through
g. Hence it is enough to construct a lift in the following diagram.

A
h−−−−→ Zfλ

g

y yρfλ
B

k−−−−→ Y

Due to the condition (1) of Definition 2.11 the object A is κ-small relative to I-cell,

i.e., there is an ordinal β < λ such that h is the composite A
hβ−→ Zfβ −→ Zfλ . By

construction, there is a map B
kβ−→ Zfβ+1 such that kβg = iβhβ and k = ρfβ+1kβ ,
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where iβ is the map Zfβ → Zfβ+1. The composition B
kβ−→ Zfβ+1 −→ Zfλ is the

required lift in our diagram. �

The following results are straightforward generalizations of [26, 2.1.15, 2.1.16],
respectively. We record them for future reference.

Corollary 5.2. Suppose I is an instrumented class of maps in a category C with
all small colimits. Then given f : A → B in I-cof, there is a g : A → C in I-cell
such that f is a retract of g by a map that fixes A.

Proposition 5.3. Suppose I is an instrumented class of maps in a category C that
has all small colimits. Suppose the domains of I are small relative to I-cell, and A
is some object that is small relative to I-cell. Then A is in fact small relative to
I-cof.

6. Properness

In this section we show that the model category on the diagrams of spaces
generated by the collection of all orbits is proper. Recall that a model structure
is left proper if weak equivalences are preserved under pushouts along cofibrations.
Dually, a model structure is right proper if weak equivalences are preserved under
pullbacks along fibrations. A model category is proper if it is both left and right
proper.

6.1. Right properness. This is an immediate consequence of the right properness
in the category of simplicial sets.

In more details, given a pullback

Wf //

��

Xe
∼
��

Ze // // Ye
and an orbit Te , the functor hom(Te , ·) preserves weak equivalences, fibrations and
pullbacks. Therefore, there is a pullback in the category of simplicial sets:

hom(Te ,Wf ) //

��

hom(Te , Xe )

∼
��

hom(Te , Ze ) // // hom(Te , Ye )

Hence, the right properness of S implies that the map hom(Te ,Wf )→ hom(Te , Ze ) is
a weak equivalence of spaces for any orbit Te , thus the map of diagrams Wf → Ze is
the weak equivalence of diagrams.

6.2. Left properness. The left properness is less straightforward. In fact, we
provide different proofs for the diagrams of simplicial sets and the diagrams of
topological spaces.

Let S be the category of simplicial sets.

Proposition 6.1. Every diagram Xe ∈ SD is cofibrant in the equivariant model
category.
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Proof. Fix the diagram Xe ; we need to construct a lift in any commutative square
of the form

∅ //

��

Ye
∼
����

Xe // Ze
Let E be a small, full subcategory of the category of D-orbits, such that Xe is of
orbit type E and all the free D-orbits are in E, i.e., there is the imbedding D ↪→ Eop

that associates to each d ∈ obj(D) the free orbit generated in d.
Now we apply the functor ( · )E on the commutative square above and obtain

a commutative square in the category of Eop-diagrams of simplicial sets. Consider
the Bousfield–Kan model category on the Eop-diagrams; then the trivial fibration
between D-diagrams becomes the trivial fibration between Eop-diagrams. Since Xeis of orbit type Eop, Xe E is Eop-free by [11, 3.7]. But in the Bousfield–Kan model
category free diagrams of simplicial sets are cofibrant, so there exists a lift in the
square

∅ //
� _

��

Ye E

∼
����

Xe E //

>>}
}

}
}

Ze E

By Yoneda’s lemma for any d ∈ D and an arbitrary diagram Wf , Wf (d) ∼= Wf E(F d).
Hence, the lift in the above square naturally ‘reduces’ in the obvious sense to the
lift in the original square. �

Remark 6.2. The last proposition settles affirmatively the conjecture stated in [12,
2.3].

Corollary 6.3. The equivariant model category on SD is left proper.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.1 and C. L. Reedy’s theorem [34] (see [24,
13.1.2] for a modern exposition) which asserts that every pushout of a weak equiv-
alence between cofibrant objects along a cofibration is a weak equivalence. �

Proposition 6.4. The equivariant model category on the diagrams of topological
spaces is left proper.

Proof. Suppose we are given a pushout in the category T opD of diagrams of topo-
logical spaces:

Ae
f

∼
//

� _

g

��

Be
��

Xe // Ye
We have to show that the map Xe → Ye is a weak equivalence.

By Corollary 5.2 the cofibration g : Ae ↪→ Xe is a retract of an I-cellular map
g′ : Ae ↪→ Xe ′. Hence, the pushout of f along g is a retract of the pushout of f along
g′ and it will suffice to show that the last map is a weak equivalence.

The I-cellular cofibration g′ has a decomposition into a (transfinite) sequence
Ae = Ae 0 ↪→ Ae 1 ↪→ · · · ↪→ Ae n ↪→ · · · ↪→ Xe ′, such that Ae n+1 is a pushout of Ae n along
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a map from I. Therefore, the pushout of f along g is the colimit of the consecutive
pushouts of f along the maps gn : Ae n ↪→ Ae n+1 for all n. Hence, by Proposition 3.1,
it is enough to show that the pushout of a weak equivalence along gn is a weak
equivalence.

Any map in I has a form i : Te ⊗K ↪→ Te ⊗ L, where K ↪→ L is an inclusion of
finite simplicial sets and Te is an orbit. Consider the following commutative diagram
in which the left and right squares are pushouts:

Te ⊗K //
� _

i

��

Ae n
fn

∼
//

� _

gn

��

Be n
��

Te ⊗ L // Ae n+1
// Be n+1

hence the outer square is a pushout.
By the axiom Q1, which was verified in Proposition 1.3, for any orbit Te ′, in the

induced diagram of simplicial sets

hom(Te ′, Te ⊗K) //
� _

hom(Te ′,i)

��

hom(Te ′, Ae n)
hom(Te ′,fn)

∼
//

��

kK

xxrrrrrrrrrrr
hom(Te ′, Be n)

��

xxqqqqqqqqqqq

P1

&&LLLLLL //____________ P2

&&MMMMMM

hom(Te ′, Te ⊗ L) //

88qqqqqqqqqqq

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

22eeeeeeeeeeee

hom(Te ′, Ae n+1) // hom(Te ′, Be n+1)

the left and outer squares are, up to homotopy (i.e., up to a weak equivalence),
pushout diagrams. Consider the pushouts P1 and P2 of the left and outer square
respectively, i.e.,

P1 = hom(Te ′, Te ⊗ L)
∐

hom(Te ′,Te⊗K)

hom(Te ′, Ae n)

and
P2 = hom(Te ′, Te ⊗ L)

∐
hom(Te ′,Te⊗K)

hom(Te ′, Be n),

then the natural maps P1 → hom(Te ′, Ae n+1) and P2 → hom(Te ′, Be n+1) are weak
equivalences of simplicial sets.

The map i in T opD is a monomorphism, therefore the induced map hom(Te ′, i)is a monomorphism (or a cofibration) of simplicial sets, hence its cobase change
hom(Te ′, Ae n)→ P1 is also a cofibration.

Finally, [24, 7.2.14] implies that P2 = P1

∐
hom(Te ′,Ae n) hom(Te ′, Be n) and the map

P1 → P2 is a weak equivalence by the left properness of simplicial sets. Therefore,
we can conclude from the ‘2 out of 3’ property that the map hom(Te ′, Ae n+1) →
hom(Te ′, Be n+1) is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets and, hence, the original map
Ae n+1 → Be n+1 is a weak equivalence of diagrams of topological spaces. �

7. Construction of the localization functor

Let S be a class of maps in SD. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that the elements of S satisfy the conditions listed in 7.1 below. In this section
we construct for such class S a coaugmented functor LS : SD → SD such that
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for each Xe ∈ SD, LS(Xe ) is S-local and the natural map jXf : Xe → LS(Xe ) is an
S-equivalence (see below). We prove also that the natural map jXf : Xe → LSXe is
initial (up to homotopy) among all the maps of Xe into S-local spaces, thus LSXeis characterized up to weak equivalence.

Our construction is an extension of the classical constructions of localization
functors with respect to a set of maps in a cofibrantly generated model category
satisfying additional conditions [4], [24]. A useful summary of the classical con-
struction is available at [22, Appendix].

7.1. Preliminaries on S-local spaces and S-equivalences. Throughout this
section let us suppose that S is a class of maps such that every f ∈ S, f : Ae ↪→ Be is a
cofibration between cofibrant diagrams. Assume, for simplicity, that all cofibrations
in S are non-trivial. We are going to construct the localization functor with respect
to S in this section, provided that S satisfies the following conditions:

(1) The class of horns of S

Hor(S) = {∆n ⊗Ae
∐

∂∆n⊗Ae
∂∆n ⊗Be → ∆n ⊗Be | S 3 f : Ae → Be , n ≥ 0}

may be equipped with an instrumentation with a factorization setup H.
(2) All the elements of dom(Hor(S)) are κ-small with respect to cofibrations of

of diagrams for some fixed cardinal κ.

These conditions are satisfied for example by any set of non-trivial cofibrations S.
An example of a proper class of maps satisfying the conditions above will be given
in Section 8 below.

Definition 7.1. Let S be a class of maps such that every f ∈ S, f : Ae ↪→ Be is a
cofibration between cofibrant diagrams.

• A diagram Xe is called S-local if Xe is fibrant and for every f ∈ S, the
induced map

hom(f,Xe ) : hom(Be , Xe )→ hom(Ae , Xe )

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. If S consists of the single map
f : A→ B, then an S-local diagram will also be called f -local.

• A map g : Ce → De is an S-local equivalence (or just an S-equivalence) if for
any cofibrant replacement g̃ of g and every S-local diagram Pe the induced
map

hom(g̃, Pe ) : hom(D̃e , Pe )→ hom(C̃e , Pe )

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. If S consists of the single map
f : A→ B, then an S-local equivalence will also be called an f -local equiv-
alence (or an f -equivalence).

Remark 7.2. Of course one needs to check that the notion of S-equivalence is well-
defined, i.e., it does not depend on the choice of the cofibrant replacement. It
follows from [24, 9.7.2]. We shall use also an S-local version of the Whitehead
theorem (see [24, 3.2.13] for the proof).

Proposition 7.3 (S-local Whitehead theorem). A map g : Qe 1 → Qe 2 is a weak
equivalence of S-local spaces if and only if g is an S-local equivalence.
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Proposition 7.4. A cofibration g : Ce ↪→ De of cofibrant diagrams is an S-local
equivalence if and only if g has the homotopy left lifting property (see [24, 9.4.2]
for the definition) with respect to all the maps of the form Ze → ∗, where Ze is an
S-local diagram.

Proof. Follows immediately form the definitions and [24, 9.3.1]. �

Proposition 7.5. A diagram Xe is S-local if and only if the map Xe → ∗ has the
right lifting property with respect to the following families of maps:

• generating trivial cofibrations J ;
• Hor(S).

Proof. The right lifting property for the members of J is satisfied since Xe is fibrant
by definition. For every element f ∈ Hor(S) it follows, by adjunction, from the right
lifting property of the map hom(f,Xe ) : hom(Be , Xe ) � hom(Ae , Xe ) with respect to
the generating cofibrations of simplicial sets {∂∆n ↪→ ∆n | n ≥ 0}. �

Proposition 7.6. The class of maps K = J ∪ Hor(S) may be equipped with an
instrumentation.

Proof. The existence of a factorization setup K for the pair (MapSD,K) follows
from Proposition 2.9, since we have chosen only non-trivial cofibrations in S, there-
fore the classes J and Hor(S) are disjoint. The existence of the cardinal κ such that
the elements of dom(K) are κ-small relative to K-cell follows from the assumptions
on S. �

7.2. Construction of the functor LS. We construct the coaugmented functor LS
by applying the generalized small object argument, with respect to the instrumented
(by Proposition 7.6) class of maps K, to factorize the map Xe → ∗ into a K-cellular
map, followed by a K-injective map. The obtained functorial factorization

Xe
jXf−→ LS(Xe ) −→ ∗

provides us with the coaugmented functor LS , such that for any diagram Xe , the
diagram LS(Xe ) is S-local by Proposition 7.5.

It remains to show that the natural coaugmentation map jXf is an S-equivalence.

Lemma 7.7. Every map in K is an S-equivalence.

Proof. Every map g ∈ J is a trivial cofibration between cofibrant diagrams, i.e.,
for any S-local (in particular fibrant) diagram Ze , hom(g, Ze ) is a trivial fibration of
simplicial sets. Hence, g is an S-equivalence.

It remains to show that every map in Hor(S) is an S-equivalence. Every map in
Hor(S) is a cofibration between cofibrant objects, hence, by Proposition 7.4, it is
enough to show that every map in Hor(S) has the homotopy left lifting property
with respect to any map of the form Ze → ∗, where Ze is S-local. This last property
is implied by [24, 9.4.8(1)]. �

Lemma 7.8. A pushout of an S-equivalence g that is also a cofibration between
cofibrant objects

Ae � _

g

��

// Xe
��

Be // Ye
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in the equivariant model category on SD is an S-equivalence again.

Proof. The following proof is a straightforward generalization of [24, 1.2.21]. This
argument significantly relies on the left properness.

Factor the map Ae → Xe as Ae u→ Ce v→ Xe , where u is a cofibration and v is a
trivial fibration. If we let D be the pushout Be

∐
Ae Ce , then we have the commutative

diagram
Ae � _

g

��

� � u // Ce � _

k

��

v
∼
// // Xe

h

��

Be s // De t // Ye
in which u and s are cofibrations, and so Ce and De are cofibrant. [24, 7.2.14] implies
that Ye is a pushout Xe

∐
Ce De . Since k is a cofibration and we are working in a (left)

proper model category (by Corollary 6.3 and Proposition 6.4), the map t is a weak
equivalence. Thus, k is a cofibrant approximation to h, and so it is sufficient to
show that k induces a weak equivalence of mapping spaces to every S-local diagram.

In any simplicial model category, a class of maps with the homotopy left lifting
property with respect to a map p is closed under pushouts [24, 9.4.9]. Consider
the collection of maps P = {pZe : Ze → ∗ | Ze is S-local}. Then, by Proposition 7.4,
a cofibration between cofibrant objects is an S-local equivalence if and only if it
has the homotopy left lifting property with respect to any element of P . But the
last property is preserved under pushouts, hence k in the diagram above is an
S-equivalence and so is h. �

Lemma 7.9. The class of S-equivalences between cofibrant diagrams in the sim-
plicial model category SD is closed under coproducts (in the category of maps),
and the class of S-equivalences which are cofibrations is closed under transfinite
compositions in the left proper model category SD.

Proof. Let gα be an S-equivalence for each α ∈ A; then for any S-local diagram Ze
hom(

∐
α∈A

gα, Ze ) =
∏
α∈A

hom(gα, Ze ),

where hom(gα, Ze ) is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, therefore their product
is also a weak equivalence.

Let Ee 0 ↪→ Ee 1 ↪→ · · · ↪→ Ee β ↪→ · · · be a λ-sequence of cofibrations which are
also S-equivalences. By [24, 17.9.4] we may suppose, without loss of generality,
that all the diagrams Ee i are cofibrant. Then for each S-local diagram Ze there is a
λ-sequence of trivial fibrations of simplicial sets

hom(Ee 0, Ze )�̃ hom(Ee 1, Ze )�̃ · · · �̃ hom(Ee β , Ze )�̃ · · · .
The inverse limit of the last sequence is a homotopy inverse limit, in particular, the
natural map hom(Ee 0, Ze ) ← limβ<λ hom(Ee β , Ze ) = hom(colimβ<λEe β , Ze ) is a weak
equivalence (compare to the inverse limit of the constant tower). Thus, the natural
map Ee 0 ↪→ colimβ<λEe β is an S-equivalence. �

Proposition 7.10. Every map in K-cell is an S-equivalence.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9. �

Corollary 7.11. The coaugmented functor LS is the S-localization functor.
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Proof. By the construction of LS , the natural map jXf : Xe → LSXe is in K-cell,
so, by the proposition above, jXf is an S-equivalence. We postpone the proof of
universality of LS until the next section. �

Lemma 7.12. For any diagram Xe , either cofibrant or not, the coaugmentation
morphism jXf : Xe → LSXe satisfies: for any S-local diagram Pe ,

hom(jXf , Pe ) : hom(LSXe , Pe ) '→ hom(Xe , Pe )

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets.

Proof. Corollary 7.11 implies that jXf is an S-equivalence, hence the result follows
from Definition 7.1 and [24, 13.2.2(1)]. �

7.3. Examples of equivariant localizations. Before we continue to study the
properties of the the functor LS , we would like to consider some elementary ex-
amples of the equivariant localization in order to concretize the discussion and to
understand the difference between the equivariant localization and the localization
in the levelwise model category of diagrams.

In Section 8 we will consider more complicated examples of equivariant localiza-
tion, where we will be able to understand completely the effect of the localization
on the equivariant homotopy type of diagrams of spaces.

Let us start with simple examples in the category of diagrams indexed by small
category D = J = {• → •}, i.e. in the category of maps of spaces. Let us take

S =
{
f :

∅
↓
∅
−→

∅
↓
∗
, g :

∅
↓
∅
−→

∗
↓
∗

}
,

then a diagram, for simplicity, of topological spaces is S-local iff it is levelwise
contractible. In particular if we construct the S-localization functor in any levelwise
model category on the maps of spaces, we obtain the functor LS , such that for each
map of spaces (X → Y ),

LS

(
X

↓
Y

)
'
∗
↓
∗
.

That is not true, however, for the equivariant model category on maps of spaces.
Again, a map of spaces is S-local iff it is levelwise contractible, but that does
not imply that every S-local diagram is contractible. A beautiful example was
introduced by E. Dror Farjoun and A. Zabrodsky [14]:

Ze = �������

��

'/

∗

��
∗

= pte .

It follows from the calculation of hom
((

:

↓
·

)
, Ze
)
' S1 ∨ S1 '/ ∗.

But Ze is S-local, that means LS(Ze ) ' Ze '/ pte . In fact the main result of [7] is
that one must localize with respect to a proper class S of maps in order to ensure
that LS(Xe ) ' pte for every diagram Xe in the equivariant model category of maps
of spaces.

Let us consider another example. Take f :
(

:

↓
·

)
→ pte . It is fairly simple to

describe the family of f -local diagrams. Let us assume again that S = T op, so
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every diagram is fibrant. Then the diagram
(
A

↓
B

)
is f -local iff f∗ in the diagram

below is a weak equivalence of spaces:

hom
((

·
↓
·

)
,

(
A

↓
B

))
∼
f∗
// hom

((
:

↓
·

)
,

(
A

↓
B

))

A
∼
f∗

// A×B A.

This characterization provides us with a large family of simple examples of f -local
maps (e.g., trivial fibrations of spaces) but it is not immediately applicable to com-
putations. Instead we suggest to apply Lemma 7.8 on some known f -equivalence,
e.g., f itself. First we must replace f by a cofibration f̃ . One possible choice of
this replacement is the following:

• •
•

��

•
RRRRRRR

• • .
��

� � f̃
//

Now take the pushout of f̃ along the map
(

:

↓
·

)
→
(
·
↓
·

)
. Then we obtain the

following f -equivalence:

•

��

•

• • ��

g
// = Xe .

Then we conclude from Corollary 7.18 below that Lf (Xe ) is contractible.
Further application of this method allows for many elementary computations of

equivariant localizations. We will give just one more example (the proof is left to
the reader):

Lf


•

��
•

 '
.

��

7.4. Universality and other properties of LS.

Proposition 7.13 (LS is initial). For any map g : Xe → Pe into an S-local dia-
gram there exists a factorization Xe → LSXe → Pe which is unique up to simplicial
homotopy.
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Proof. By the construction of LS , the natural map jXf : Xe → LSXe is in K-cell. By
Proposition 7.5 the map Pe → ∗ is in K-inj. Then in the diagram

Xe
g
//

� _

K-cell 3jXf
��

Pe
∈K-inj

����
LSXe //

==|
|

|
|

∗

the lift exists and provides the required factorization.
To show the uniqueness up to homotopy of the factorization above, consider

the map hom(jXf , Pe ) : hom(LSXe , Pe ) '−→ hom(Xe , Pe ), which is a weak equivalence
by Lemma 7.12, since Pe is S-local. Then, by [24, 9.5.10], jXf induces a bijection
of the sets of simplicial homotopy classes of maps j∗Xf : [LSXe , Pe ] ∼= [Xe , Pe ]. The
uniqueness, up to simplicial homotopy, of the lifting follows from the injectivity of
the map j∗Xf . �

Remark 7.14. By [33, II.2.5], if two maps are simplicially homotopic, then they are
both left and right homotopic.

Corollary 7.15. The natural maps jLSXf , LS(jXf ) : LSXe ⇒ LSLSXe are simpli-
cially homotopic weak equivalences.

Proof. The naturality of j implies that the square

Xe
jXf−−−−→ LSXe

jXf
y yjLSXf

LSXe −−−−−→LS(jXf)
LSLSXe

is strictly commutative. Two possible paths provide two different factorizations
of the map Xe → LSLSXe . By Proposition 7.13 the natural maps jLSXf , LS(jXf )
are simplicially homotopic. Proposition 7.3 implies that the map jLSXf is a weak
equivalence; so does LS(jXf ). �

Proposition 7.16 (Divisibility). For any two maps g, h : LSXe ⇒ Pe into any S-
local diagram Pe , one has h s∼ g if and only if h ◦ jXf

s∼ g ◦ jXf .

Proof. Suppose h s∼ g. The simplicial homotopy between the maps h and g is a
1-simplex in hom(LSXe , Pe ), so its image under j∗Xf provides a simplicial homotopy
between h ◦ jXf and g ◦ jXf .

Conversely, if h ◦ jXf
s∼ g ◦ jXf , then the injectivity of the map j∗Xf : [LSXe , Pe ] ∼=

[Xe , Pe ] implies that h s∼ g. �

Proposition 7.17 (No zero divisors). Suppose Wf is a retract of LSXe for some
Xe . If the composition X → LSXe → Wf is null homotopic (see Appendix A for the
definition), then Wf ' ∗.
Proof. First notice that the diagram Wf is S-local (in particular, fibrant) as a retract
of the S-local diagram LSXe . Suppose that the composition X → LSXe →Wf is null
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homotopic; then there exists, by Proposition A.3, a fibrant contractible diagram Uesuch that the following solid arrow diagram commutes:

Xe
!!CCCCCCCCC

jXf // LSXe r
//

p

��
�
�
�

Wf
ixx

Ue
q

=={{{{{{{{{
' ∗e.

The dashed arrow p exists by the universal property of Proposition 7.13 and makes
the left triangle commutative. By the divisibility property of Proposition 7.16,
r
s∼ q ◦ p, since, upon precomposing with jXf , these two maps are equal.
Recall that Wf is a retract of LSXe , hence idWf = r ◦ i s∼ q ◦ (p ◦ i). Therefore, Wfis a homotopy retract of Ue .
Now apply the general machinery for detection of weak equivalences [24]: the

map q : Ue →Wf between two fibrant spaces is a weak equivalence if and only if for
any cofibrant Ae the induced map on simplicial homotopy classes q∗ : [Ae , Ue ]→ [Ae ,Wf ]
is a (natural) bijection. But [Ae , Ue ] = ∗, as Ue is fibrant and contractible, and [Ae ,Wf ]
is a retract of [Ae , Ue ], i.e., [Ae ,Wf ] = ∗. Hence, Wf ' Ue ' ∗. �

Corollary 7.18. LS(Ue ) ' ∗e for any contractible diagram Ue and LS(nullmap) is a
null map.

Proof. LS(Ue ) is a retract of LS(Ue ) by the identity morphism. Moreover, idLS(Ue ) ◦
jUe : Ue → LS(Ue ) is null, since Ue itself is contractible. Hence, by the proposition
above LS(Ue ) ' ∗e.

The second property follows immediately from the first one. �

Proposition 7.19. A map g : Xe → Ye is an S-local equivalence if and only if
LS(g) : LSXe → LSYe is a weak equivalence.

Proof. In the commutative diagram

Xe g−−−−→ Ye
jXf
y yjYe

LSXe −−−−→LS(g)
LSYe

the vertical arrows are S-local equivalences by construction. Hence, the map g
is an S-local equivalence if and only if LS(g) is an S-local equivalence by the ‘2
out of 3’ property of S-equivalences [24, 3.2.3]. But LS(g) is a map between two
S-local spaces, hence LS(g) is an S-local equivalence if and only if LS(g) is a weak
equivalence by Proposition 7.3. �

The coaugmentation map jXf is a cofibration for any diagram Xe , hence the sub-
category of cofibrant diagrams is stable under localizations. Consider the restriction
of LS to the subcategory of cofibrant objects (do nothing for the diagrams of sim-
plicial sets) and denote the new functor by LrS . Then LrS is terminal with respect
to S-local equivalences. In more detail, we have the following

Proposition 7.20 (LrS is terminal). On the subcategory of cofibrant objects the
coaugmentation map jXf : Xe → LSXe = LrSXe is terminal, up to homotopy, among
all S-local equivalences, i.e., for any S-equivalence of cofibrant diagrams g : Xe → Ye ,
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there exists an extension Xe → Ye l→ LrSXe that is unique up to (simplicial) homotopy
with l ◦ g s∼ jXf : Xe → LrSXe .

Proof. By Proposition 7.19, LrS(g) = LS(g) is a weak equivalence. Moreover, this
is a weak equivalence between two objects which are both fibrant and cofibrant, so
in the following commutative diagram of solid arrows

Xe
g

//

jXf
��

Ye
jYe
��

LSXe ∼
LSg
// LSYe

q

bb r_L

the map LS(g) has a simplicial homotopy inverse q (all notions of homotopy of
maps between objects which are fibrant and cofibrant coincide). Define l = qjYe ;
then, using the commutativity of the diagram above and [24, 9.5.4], we obtain
lg = qjYe g = (qLS(g))jXf

s∼ idLS(Xf)jXf = jXf .
To show the uniqueness up to simplicial homotopy of l, suppose there exists

another map l′ : Ye → LSXe such that l′g s∼ jXf . Then l′ factors through LSYe (since
LS is initial), i.e. there exists an arrow q′ : LSYe → LSXe such that l′ = q′jYe . It
will suffice to show that q′ s∼ q since [24, 9.5.4] implies that l′ s∼ l. By assumption,
l′g

s∼ jXf , so q′jYe g
s∼ jXf or, equivalently, q′LS(g)jXf

s∼ idLSXfjXf . By divisibility,
q′LS(g) s∼ idLSXf . But LS(g) is a weak equivalence of cofibrant objects, therefore,
by [24, 9.5.12], LS(g)∗ : [LSYe , LSXe ] ≈→ [LSXe , LSXe ] is a bijective map of simplicial
homotopy classes which satisfies LS(g)∗([q]) = LS(g)∗([q′]), hence [q] = [q′] or
q
s∼ q′. �

8. Fixed-pointwise localization — Localization with respect to a
class of maps

In the previous section we developed the localization theory of diagrams of spaces
with respect to a class of maps of diagrams subject to certain conditions 7.1. But a
large part of the equivariant homotopy theory [5, 11, 14] uses the ‘fixed-pointwise’
approach and its generalizations, so it is natural to ask whether for any map
f : A ↪→ B of simplicial sets there exists a localization functor L, which induces
f -equivalences of fixed-point sets hom(Te , Xe )→ hom(Te , LXe ) for each orbit Te . We
do not know in general whether it is possible to find a set of maps of diagrams
such that the localization with respect to it gives the required functor L. But in
one simple case f : ∅ ↪→ ∗, discussed in the companion paper [7], we know that this
is impossible. In this section we show how to apply the generalized small object
argument to the localizations with respect to certain classes of maps.

There is no point in considering fixed-pointwise localizations with respect to a
set of maps since, in the category of spaces, the localization with respect to any
set of maps is equivalent to the localization with respect to a single map: take this
single map to be the coproduct of the set of maps, in case that there is no map
of the form ∅ ↪→ X, X 6= ∅; otherwise, this map ∅ ↪→ X will induce the same
localization functor as the whole set.

Fixed-pointwise localization with respect to homology in the category of spaces
with a compact Lie group action was constructed in [32]. Our construction is
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new only for the diagram shapes which lead to non-cofibrantly generated model
structures on SD [8], otherwise it is covered by the classical localization framework.

Given a non-trivial cofibration f : A ↪→ B of simplicial sets, consider the following
class of maps F = {f⊗Te : A⊗Te ↪→ B⊗Te | Te ∈ O}. Then a diagram Ze is F -local if
and only if it is fibrant and for each orbit Te the space of ‘Te -fixed points’, hom(Te , Ze ),
is f -local:

• Ze is fibrant ⇔ hom(Te , Ze ) is fibrant for each Te ∈ O, by definition;
• hom(f ⊗ Te , Ze ) : hom(B ⊗ Te , Ze ) → hom(A ⊗ Te , Ze ) is a weak equivalence
⇔ hom(B, hom(Te , Ze )) → hom(A,hom(Te , Ze )) is a weak equivalence for
each Te ∈ O, by adjunction.

Example 8.1. Let f : ∅ ↪→ ∗ be a map in S; then F = {f ⊗ Te : ∅ ↪→ Te | Te ∈ O}.
The f -localization functor on the category of spaces assigns to any space X a
contractible space Lf (X), for a space is f -local iff it is fibrant and contractible.
By the considerations above, a diagram Xe is F -local iff its Te -fixed-point space is
f -local for any orbit Te , i.e., fibrant and contractible, hence Xe is F -local iff it is
fibrant and contractible.

Any map of diagrams is an F -equivalence, likewise any map of spaces is an f -
equivalence. In other words, a map of diagrams g : Xe → Ye is an F -local equivalence
if and only if the induced map of fixed-point spaces hom(Te , g) : hom(Te , Xe ) →
hom(Te , Ye ) is an f -equivalence for each orbit Te ∈ O.

The example above has the following generalization:

Proposition 8.2. A map g : Xe → Ye is an F -local equivalence if and only if for
each orbit Te ∈ O the map hom(Te , g) : hom(Te , Xe )→ hom(Te , Ye ) is an f -equivalence
of simplicial sets.

Proof. Let E ⊂ O be a full small subcategory of the category of orbits such that
Xe and Ye are of orbit type E. The set of orbits obj(E) is a set of orbits in the
sense of [19] (see [12] for the proof), and induces a simplicial model structure on
the category of D-diagrams which is Quillen equivalent to the Bousfield–Kan model
category on Eop-shaped diagrams of spaces [19]. Moreover, these model categories
are cofibrantly generated, therefore they have functorial factorizations, and it was
shown in [17] that their simplicial homotopy categories are homotopy equivalent.

A map g : Xe → Ye is an F -local equivalence if for any cofibrant replacement (in
the model category generated by all orbits) g̃ : X̃e → Ỹe and any F -local diagram
Ze the induced map on function complexes hom(g̃, Ze ) : hom(Ỹe , Ze ) → hom(X̃e , Ze )
is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. By the construction (in Section 3) of the
cofibrant replacement (which is a D-CW -complex of the same orbit type as the
original space), X̃e and Ỹe are cofibrant in the model category generated by the
objects of E and Ze is fibrant in both model categories, hence the function com-
plexes hom(X̃e , Ze ) and hom(Ỹe , Ze ) are weakly equivalent to the homotopy function
complexes of the simplicial homotopy category [17]. But (Xe )E and (Ye )E are cofi-
brant in the Bousfield–Kan model category as free diagrams over Eop, and (Ze )E is
fibrant, hence the function complexes hom((X̃e )E, (Ze )E) and hom((Ỹe )E, (Ze )E) are
also weakly equivalent to the homotopy function complexes of the corresponding
simplicial homotopy category.

The homotopy equivalence between simplicial homotopy categories implies that
the map hom(g̃, Ze ) : hom(Ỹe , Ze ) → hom(X̃e , Ze ) is a weak equivalence if and only if
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the map hom((g̃)E, (Ze )E) : hom((Ỹe )E, (Ze )E) → hom((X̃e )E, (Ze )E) is a weak equiv-
alence. But X̃e and Ỹe are weakly equivalent to Xe and Ye , hence (X̃e )E ∼= (Xe )E

and (Ỹe )E ∼= (Ye )E are weak equivalences of cofibrant (free) objects in the Bousfield–
Kan model category. Therefore, the maps hom(g̃, Ze ) and hom((g̃)E, (Ze )E) are weak
equivalences if and only if hom((g)E, (Ze )E) : hom((Ye )E, (Ze )E)→ hom((Xe )E, (Ze )E)
is a weak equivalence. Compare [11, 5.13].

Now we can prove the proposition. Suppose that all maps induced by the map
g on fixed-point sets are f -equivalences. Let Ze be any F -local diagram. The
equivariant function complex hom((Xe )E, (Ze )E) may be represented as a homotopy
inverse limit over the twisted arrow category aEop (objects of aEop are morphisms
of Eop and arrows of aEop are commutative squares

e0 ←−−−− e′0y y
e1 −−−−→ e′1

in Eop) [18, 3.3]. Since (Xe )E is cofibrant (because it is free) and (Ze )E is fibrant,
the following map is a weak equivalence:

hom((Xe )E, (Ze )E) ∼−→ holim
aEop

homa((Xe )E, (Ze )E),

where homa((Xe )E, (Ze )E) is an aEop-diagram of simplicial sets in which for each
(e0 → e1) ∈ aEop there is assigned the simplicial set hom((Xe )E(e0), (Ze )E(e1)).

By assumption, the induced map between aEop-diagrams

homa(gE, (Ze )E) : homa((Ye )E, (Ze )E)→ homa((Xe )E, (Ze )E)

is an objectwise weak equivalence, since each entry of the diagram (Ze )E is an f -local
space. Hence, the induced map on the homotopy inverse limits is a weak equivalence
hom((g)E, (Ze )E) : hom((Ye )E, (Ze )E) ∼−→ hom((Xe )E, (Ze )E). Then, by the discussion
above, the map hom(g̃, Ze ) : hom(Ỹe , Ze )→ hom(X̃e , Ze ) is a weak equivalence for any
F -local diagram Ze , i.e., the map g is an F -local equivalence.

Alternatively, one can think of an equivariant function complex as an end. Then
this is a homotopy end, since (Xe )E is free, and the same conclusion follows from
the results in [16].

Suppose now that g is an F -local equivalence. We need to show that for each orbit
Te the induced map on the Te -fixed-point space is an f -equivalence. Let VTe (Te ′) =
homEop(Te ′, Te ) be a diagram of simplicial sets over E; then by the dual of Yoneda’s
lemma we obtain the natural isomorphism (Xe )E⊗Eop VTe ∼= (Xe )E(Te ) ∼= hom(Te , Xe ).
Take W to be any f -local simplicial set. Then in the commutative diagram

hom((Ye )E(Te ),W )
∼= //

hom(gE|Te , W )

��

hom((Ye )E ⊗Eop VTe ,W )
∼= //

��

hom((Ye )E,hom(VTe ,W ))

hom(gE, hom(VTe ,W ))

��

hom((Xe )E(Te ),W )
∼= // hom((Xe )E ⊗Eop VTe ,W )

∼= // hom((Xe )E,hom(VTe ,W )),

where hom(VTe ,W )) is an Eop-diagram of f -local spaces [13, A.8(e.2)], the left ver-
tical arrow is a weak equivalence if and only if the right vertical arrow is a weak
equivalence. But the diagram hom(VTe ,W ) may be replaced, up to objectwise weak
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equivalence, by a diagram (Ze )E, where Ze is a fibrant approximation of the realiza-
tion of hom(VTe ,W ) as a D-diagram, i.e., Ze is an F -local diagram and therefore the
map hom(gE,hom(VTe ,W )) is a weak equivalence. �

Proposition 8.3. The class of maps

Hor(F ) = {∆n ⊗A⊗ Te
∐

∂∆n⊗A⊗Te
∂∆n ⊗B ⊗ Te → ∆n ⊗B ⊗ Te | n ≥ 0, Te ∈ O}

is instrumented with a factorization setup H and a cardinal κ > |A|+ |B|.

Proof. The factorization setup H is constructed as follows. Any map u = (u1, u2)

∆n ⊗A⊗ Te
∐
∂∆n⊗A⊗Te ∂∆n ⊗B ⊗ Te u1 //

��

Xe
��

∆n ⊗B ⊗ Te u2
// Ye

is uniquely given by a map of Te into the nodes of the diagram:

hom(∂∆n ⊗B,Xe )

vvmmmmmmmmmmmmm

��

hom(∆n ⊗B, Ye )

��

// hom(∂∆n ⊗B, Ye )

��

hom(∆n ⊗A,Xe )

vvnnnnnnnnnnnn
// hom(∂∆n ⊗A,Xe )

vvmmmmmmmmmmmmm

hom(∆n ⊗A, Ye ) // hom(∂∆n ⊗A, Ye ).

Take the ‘3-dimensional pullback’ (the inverse limit) in the diagram above Wf g,n.
Then, similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.4, define Hg,n to be the set of all maps
u above which correspond bijectively, by adjointness, to the set of maps O(Wf g,n);
assign H(g) =

⋃
n≥0Hg,n. The factorization property readily follows.

It is straightforward to check that the domains of maps in Hor(F ) are κ-small
relative to Hor(F )-cell. �

Proposition 8.3 verifies for the class F the conditions listed in 7.1. Hence the
results of Section 7 apply and we obtain an example LF of the localization with
respect to the class of maps F .

Appendix A. Contractible objects and null homotopies in a model
category

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the fundamental notions of contractible
objects and null-homotopic maps in a model category. Using these notions, we
prove Proposition 7.17 in a manner that allows for immediate generalization to an
arbitrary simplicial model category (satisfying some assumptions), as do the rest
of the proofs in Section 7.

Some authors use these notions in pointed model categories [9], where the defi-
nitions are clear: contractible objects are weakly equivalent to the zero object and
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a null map is homotopic to a map which factors through the zero object. Our aim
here is to discuss contractible objects and null maps in any model category, while
generalizing the pointed model category case.

Definition A.1. A category with contractible objects is a pair (M,pt), where M is
a model category and pt is a distinguished object in M, which satisfies that every
retract of pt is naturally isomorphic to pt. This distinguished object is called the
one-point object or singleton. An object U in M is called contractible if U is weakly
equivalent to the one-point object pt. A map f : A → X is called null homotopic
(nullmap or just null) if it factors up to homotopy (both left and right) through
the one-point object.

Example A.2. In any model category M the initial and terminal objects may
be chosen to be one-point objects. They lead, however, to different notions of
contractibility and null maps. If M is a pointed model category (∅ = ∗ = 0), then
the only object which may be taken as a singleton is the zero object pt = 0.

The notions of a singleton, contractible object and nullmap are self-dual. In
the present paper we always take pt = ∗, the terminal object in the category of
diagrams of spaces.

Proposition A.3. Let M be a model category with a singleton pt and let f : A→ X
be null homotopic.

(1) If A is a cofibrant object in M, then f factors through a cofibrant contractible
object.

(2) If X is a fibrant object in M, then f factors through a fibrant contractible
object.

Proof. We will prove part (1); the proof of part (2) is dual.
Since f is null homotopic, there exists a map g = ιϕ, where A

ϕ−→ pt
ι−→ X

homotopic (both left and right) to f . Choose a good cylinder object A ∧ I and a
left homotopy H : A ∧ I → X between f and g. Then the following solid arrow
diagram is commutative,

A � l
i0

"b

&&

f 22

A
ϕ
//

� _

�Oi1

��

pt� _
�O

�� ι

��

A ∧ I //

H

,,

CA

!!C
C

C
C

X

where CA = pt
∐
AA ∧ I. Then there exists the natural arrow CA → X which

preserves the diagram commutative.
If A is cofibrant, then the maps i0, i1 : A → A ∧ I are trivial cofibrations, since

A ∧ I is a good cylinder object. Hence, the cobase change of i1 is also a trivial
cofibration, thus the cone object CA is contractible, and we obtain the required
factorization (if CA is not cofibrant, then factor the map A→ CA as a cofibration
followed by an acyclic fibration and obtain a contractible object C ′A through which
the map f factors).

The dual of a cone object is a based paths object. �
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